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Law firm Freeths are consistently driving positive change across a number of D&I areas to
provide equal opportunities and eradicate discrimination; they are embedding clear
objectives and action plans, track their progress, maintain accountability, and commit to
stretching targets. This work is structured to provide both internal and external
outcomes, to benefit not only their workforce but also our communities and
stakeholders.

From an HR perspective, they are embedding D&I into recruitment and onboarding
processes (unconscious bias training and contextualised recruitment, which hardwires
social context into academic achievements), training programmes, performance
appraisals, succession planning and promotion pathways.

Freeths stand out for their work on gender equality. Internally they have a network for
women in law and provide talks and training, and a mentoring programme to support on
progressing women into senior roles. In particular, they hosted a panel discussion to talk
about how to achieve career progression whilst balancing other priorities. They are
extending flexible working, establishing support for women returning to work after a
career break, and surveying people to accurately identify barriers to
progression. Externally they are actively involved with the Woman of the Year
Awards and sponsor the ‘Woman of Edge’ category.

In 2022, Freeths will launch its Social Mobility network firmwide to support those from
lower socio-economic backgrounds and remove barriers to entry and progression. They
are actively hardwiring social mobility metrics into their recruitment process and offering
alternative routes into law qualification such as apprenticeships and foundation
programmes. In addition, they are working with a number of universities, supporting
workshops, mentoring programmes, education trusts and online work experience. One of
Freeths’ employees has been appointed as a social mobility ambassador and has signed
the Social Mobility Pledge.
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Internally, Freeths have created a Black Lawyers Network, focusing on the ethnicity pay
gap, raising awareness of important topics like Black Lives Matter, and
celebrating their black heritage employees. Externally, they support networks and
committees across the industry and in academia. They have colleagues who are
committee members of the Women’s Lawyers Division and The Lawyers with Disabilities
Division of The Law Society of England and Wales. Furthermore, they hold panel
discussions, and are part of NOTICED – a group of law firms, working together to further
race inclusion in the workplace

In regards to the LGBT+ community, Freeths aim to become a Top 100 Employer in the
Workplace Equality Index. There’s already a network called SHINE in place, that
celebrates key dates. They provide gender-neutral HR policies and contracts and
review all policies to ensure inclusion. Freeths often participate in PRIDE events.

Finally, with a focus on being a disability confident employer, Freeths have launched a
group to raise awareness and provide training to all staff. They are implementing a
disability inclusion policy and already have success stories internally of accommodating
disabled employees. Externally they are members of disability networks and committees
and have taken part in the Change100programme – supporting students with disabilities
through work experience, networking opportunities and employability skills.

Freeths have been a shining example of taking all possible steps and actions to become a
diverse and inclusive organisation.
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